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The Social-Impact Say-So 

Summary  

 
We look here at an interesting idea from three senior Fannie Mae officials: an index to measure a 
Single-Family MBS’s social impact.  The proposal seeks to enable socially conscious investors to 
support affordable housing for underserved communities while balancing the needs of mortgage 
borrowers, investors, and market function.  It also reflects the objectives laid out in Fannie Mae’s 
Equitable Housing Finance Plan such as providing social impact data and boosting low-income and 
minority homeownership.  The methodology thus lays out a way to measure performance that is no 
longer solely dependent on FHFA or comparisons to Freddie that Fannie might find unflattering. 

 

Impact 

 
The index’s design priorities are protecting borrower privacy, facilitating the identification of MBS pools 
that meet certain social criteria, and working for the industry as a whole.  Fannie thus plans to release 
this index on historical MBS pools so that non-agency issuers adopt it, and investors can compare 
scores over time.  
 
The Index itself is broken into three dimensions and then into sub-criteria.  The three social dimensions 
are borrower income and borrower and property information.  Borrower-income sub-criteria focus on 
low-income borrowers, while borrower information is split into criteria on underserved minorities and 
first-time homebuyers.  Property information is divided into sub-criteria on low-income areas, minority 
tracts, high need rural areas, designated disaster areas, and manufactured housing.   
 
Each loan in a pool is given a binary score in each social dimension, 1 if it meets any of the sub-criteria 
and 0 if it does not; the social dimension score for a loan that meets only one criterion is 
indistinguishable from a loan that meets every one. The generated scores would be used to compute 
a Social Criteria Share (SCS), which measures the percentage of loans that have been given a passing 
grade, and a Social Density Score (SDS), an aggregate average of loan-level dimension scores on a 
scale of 0-3.     

 

Outlook 

Fannie Mae asks for feedback on the Index’s design to find the right balance of borrower privacy and 
useful information for investors, but gives no deadline for responses.  Interestingly, the next step for 
this index might be for CRT, an idea we are sure investors and credit-enhancers will ponder hard given 
the potential ESG-eligibility it affords for market depth and thus pricing. 
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